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ing products while poking fun at political clowns will be 
well received by a general public that’s become disgusted 
with negative campaigns and boorish behavior. 

However, the battle will be brutal, wild card candi-
dates are in the wings and the nation’s focus will move 
toward center stage by midyear in what we forecast will 
become the most highly voter participated race in over 
60 years. With the 2008 elections gearing up to be the 
“Greatest Show on Earth,” anyone with something to sell 
will do well by jumping on the campaign bandwagon. n 

TECHNOTRIBALISM
The tribes of the world are uniting. Tied together by 
the arteries of the information superhighway, citizens 
of common dreams and common causes are forming 
human bonds that transcend national borders, reli-
gious beliefs and political ideologies. 

Still in its youth and growing with unbound vital-
ity, the exploding Internet is unleashing powers to the 
people that will change the way the world is run … and 
who will run it. 

Born to society over a decade ago – when e-com-
merce was not a word, and Prodigy and CompuServe 
were the major online service providers – the Internet 
has now connected much of the global village. In 1997, 
for example, the US Department of Commerce reported 
that just 36 percent of households had computers and 
only 18 percent had Internet access. Today, only the el-
derly and uninterested don’t have PCs at home, a laptop 
for the road and Internet access on demand. 

As dial-up died, broadband grew and new speed-of-
light technologies continue to evolve. Now the FaceBook 
of the new world order is seen on MySpace and other 
social networks of thousands of far flung “friends” who 
can instantly spread “the word” to thousands more. 

Bigger than blogs and more influential than the so-
cial networks, TechnoTribes will rally masses with calls 
for action when rights are violated, lives threatened and/
or change is needed. Distrusting of politicians and criti-
cal of their leadership skills, the egalitarian tribes will 
unite those who share civic interests, follow moral codes 
and believe in universal truths. These Global Agers will 
garner wide support from the intellectually disenfran-
chised that don’t dutifully respect institutional authority 
or blindly follow the leaders.  

From local zoning to Middle East wars, Techno-
Tribes of many stripes and different colors will stand 
together in numbers far greater than the political pow-
ers they oppose and the police forces that protect those 
politicians. 
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INTERNET PAUL REVERES
From hometown issues to global events, millions of news 
hounds and information junkies across the globe are 
spreading the word and showing footage of what’s go-
ing on and what’s coming down. With content no longer 
controlled or edited by corporate media, raw views of 
events are being shown in living color. With surveillance 
cameras everywhere and personal cell phones capturing 
spontaneous events, YouTube reality shows that would 
have never made the air before are now being broadcast 
for millions to see … for free!

Whatever the issues, wherever the events, armed 
with information and filled with data, TechnoTribalists 
will conclude for themselves what to believe rather than 
looking to others to be told what to think. Equipped with 
an arsenal of hi-tech communication gear and guerrilla 
techno-how, these new millennium revolutionaries that 
equate Internet freedom to individual rights, will fight 
those who believe they know better and want control.   

A new world order is being formed. As radical a 
transition as that from the reign of emperors and kings to 
republics and democracies, the TechnoTribes will wage 
their wars against Industrial Age governments, local and 
global, whose ideas and operations are deemed outdated 
and seen as threatening. Capable of rallying on-line mil-
lions to take a stand, battles of mind and morals, not bul-
lets and beatings, will be fought by TechnoTribe warriors 
of the world.

Trendpost: The Social Networking trend is only in its 
early growth stages (trends are born, they grow, mature, 
reach old age and die). The Internet, more so than most 
other business sectors, provides the greatest opportunity 
for entrepreneurs at the lowest cost of entry. Unlike retail, 
for example, with its burdensome fixed costs and tough 
competitive pressures, creating web content and develop-
ing web sites takes less capital and more brain power and 
techno-how to achieve success. 

This window of opportunity, still open for everyone 
while the major players continue their attempt to corner 
cyberspace, will remain open for at least a decade. It’s 
a “sweet spot” of creative freedom that comes but at a 
fleeting moment. (See “Cyberworld TV,” Trends Journal, 
Winter 2006.)

 
Trendpost: The mobility of the post industrial world is 
producing a form of neo-nomadism in which people are 
no longer bound to the land or the community as they 
were in the Agrarian or even the Industrial Age. Today’s 
breadwinners and road warriors travel far and frequently 
in order to reach their financial hunting grounds. 

Alert businesses should be attuned to the new set of 


